
The chart above illustrates some unique distances in numerical values based on satellite GPS coordinates in relation to certain major geographic landmarks of the city of Jerusalem. In 
no other reference point, other than the Dome of the Spirits do these headings, angles, and numerical values occur. The numbers are rounded off to the nearest whole number. Based on 
the geometry and distances from the Dome of the Spirits, it is highly likely that this spot is indeed the place of the Holy of Holies where YHWH’s presence once was in the form of the 
Shekhinah Glory. It would stand to reason that if that is the case then measurements radiating from this precise location would have significant geometric and numerical value to certain 
locations based on sacred proportions such as phi. Moreover, it can be argued that the circumference that encompasses the whole of the city limits that is based off the Great Pyramid of 
Giza is thus also a ‘clock’, prophetic in this case. These charts in the ORION series seek to show that not only is the Dome of the Spirits in fact where the 3rd Temple will be built but that 
in relation to the ORION Silver Gate distance, the Silver Gate which is laid out in a pyramid pattern that could be providing the geometric clue of the culmination of all Biblical prophetic 
time as it relates to the Last Days in Israel’s rebirth and the Return of their True Messiah, Jesus Christ. 

Dome of Spirits to  Leonardo Plaza 

.96 miles 

Dome of Spirits to 
Mamilla Cemetery/Pool 
.72 nautical miles 

Dome of Spirits to  
J. Trumpeldor 
66 arcseconds 
1.11 nautical miles 
1.23 miles (building) 
77K inches (building) 
2,222 yards 
6,666 feet 
2 kilometers 
 

Dome of Spirits to  
City Tower (Star-Gate) 
99° heading 
60° arcseconds 
.99 nautical miles 
2000 yards 
6000 feet 
72K inches 

DOME OF SPIRITS 
Coordinates: 
 
31°46’43.50”N (sum =26) 
35°14’05.44”E (sum =26) 
 

31° + 35° = 66° 
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Dome of Spirits to Mamilla 
.69 miles 

90° heading 
1.11 kilometers 

 

Dome of Spirits  
to ZION Square 
153K centimeters 
888 smoots 
.96 miles 

 
 


